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A mechanism has 4links will has a number ofinstantaneous centers equal

fig. if ro2 = 1200 RPM, O2k = 40cm and

Oak = 80cm. find the angular speed of link
4 (ora) in RPM
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d.7i - 5j e. none ofthe previous

Question 7 :""ntn" (Smarks)

1.

a.
)

15 (O c.2l d.l0 e. none of the previous

For the four baXmechanism shown in the r --."..t4,

6koo b. 150 c.300 d.1200 e. none of the previous

V ,q, rigia bar link has length equal 50cm and rotates about one ofits joints by angular speed equal 50

radls. its tangential velocity in m/s will equal

a. I 00 b.50 c.200 @S e. none of the previous

4. a l.5m bar link rotale about one of its ioints at a constanYangular speed equal l0 rad/s. then the

magnitude of its acceleration equal in m/s2:

a.3750 b. 1350 /":t SO d.600 e. none ofthe previous

5. a bar link is analyzed !.lbl!!gg!!y. lf thYforce at one of its joints is :- 5i+ 7j, the Cartesian vector for
the force in thc other joinl $ ill be

a. -5i + 7j @St-ti c.-7i +sj

The flowing data are for questions 6 and 7:

When a cam rotatcs with speed equal 600 RPM from 0'to 90o it makes the follower to raise in

SHM from Ocm to 4cm.
6. Find the follower displacement at cam angle equal 45'.

a. 3.72 cm b. 3.00 cm (fl.00 cm d. l .00 cm e. none of the previous

7. Find the followeq velocity at cam angle equal 45' .round the solution to two decimal digits.

a.3.l5m/s (Q.Sf .lr c.2.17 mls d. 1.26mls e. none ofthe previous

8. An eccentric caqr has eccentricity (e) = l0 cm, find the displacement at angle = 180".

a. l5.0cm @ZO.O", c.13.4 cm d.5.0cm e. none ofthe previous

This space can be used for the calculations in problem 1 and it will not be
considered as a solution.
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5.

1.

a.

2.

A mechanism has ! links will has a number ofinstantaneous centers equal

15 b.6 c.21 @o

a bar link is analyzed statically. Ifthe force at one of its joints is :-7i + 5j, the Cartesian vector for

e. none ofthe previous

For the four bar mechanism shown in the
fig. if o, = 2400 RPM' O2k = 40cm and

Oak = 80cm. find the angular speed oflink
4 (<o) in RPM

a. 600 b. 150 c.300 @zoo e. none ofthe previous

750 b. 1350 c.150 d.600 e. none ofthe previous

the force in the other joint will be

c.-7i +5j @,-': e. none oflhe previousa. -5i + 7j b.si-7j

3. A rigid bar link has length equal 50cm and rotates about one of its joints by angular speed equal 400

rad/s. its tangential velocity in m/s will equal

a. 100 b.50 (9oo d.25 e. none of the previous

4. a 1.5m bar link rotate about one of i6 joints at a constant angular speed equal 50 rad/s. then the

magnitude of its acceleration equal in m/s2:

The flowing data are for questions 6 and 7:

When a cam rotates with speed equal 600 RPM from 0'to 90o it makes the follower to raise in
SHM from Ocm to 4cm.
6. Find the follower displacement at cam angle equal 75".

(u.\.lZ r^ b. 3.00 cm c. 2.00 cm d. 1.00 cm e. none of the previous

Y fin,t the follower velocity at cam angle equal 75o .round !!l solution to tlr o decimal digirs.

a.3.l5mis b.2.5 lm/s c.2.l7mls (!).Zo mts e. none ofthe previous

8. An eccentric cam has eccentricity (e) = 19 
"-,5nd 

the displacement at angle = 300".

a. 15.0 cm b. 20.0 cm c.13.4 cm /f).0.. e. none of the previous\-/
This space can be used for the calculations in problem 1 and it will not be
considered as a solution,
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l. A mechanism has { tinks will has a number of instantaneous centers equal

u.@ b.6 c.21 d.l0 e. none ofthe previous

2. For the four bar mechanism shown in the

fig. if to, = 600 RPM, O2k = 40cm and O4k

= 80cm. find the angular speed of link 4
(roa) in RPM

a. 600 b. 150 d.l 200 e. none ofthe previous

3. A rigid bar link has length equat 50cm and rotates about one ofits joints by angular speed equal 100

radls. its tangential velocity in m/s will equal

a. 100 @o c.200 d.25 e. none olthe previous

4. a 1.5m bar tink rotate about one of its joints at a constant angular speed equal 20 rad/s. then the

magnitude ofits acceleration equal in m/s2:

@ooa.3750 b. 13s0 c.150 e. none ofthe previous

5, a bar link is analyzed g!4!!gg!!y. If the force at one of its joints is : 5i - 7j, the Cartesian vector for the

force in the other joint will be

si + 7j b. 5i- 7j c.-7i +5j d.7i sj e. none ofthe previous

The flowing data are for questions 6 and 7:

When a cam rotates with speed equal 600 RPM from 0o to 90o it makes the follower to raise in

SHM from Ocm to 4cm,
6. Find the follower displacement at cam angle equal 30'.

a. 3.72 cm b. 3.00 cm c. 2.00 cm @t.oo "- e. none ofthe previous

7. Find the follower velocity at cam angle equal 30' 'round the solution to two decimal digits.

a. 3.15 m/s b.2.51 m/s @z.tzmis d. 1.26 m/s e. none ofthe previous

8. An eccentric cam has eccentricity (e) = 19.r' find the displacement at angle = 120"'

15.0 cm b. 20.0 cm c.13.4 cm d. 5.0 cm e. none ofthe previous

This space can be used for the calculations in problem 1 and it will not be
considered as a solution.
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Question 1 :"onfrnu (Smarks)

1. A mechanism has 7 links will has a number of instantancous c€nters equal
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15 b.6 @t d.10
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e. none ofthe previous

e. none olthe previous

a.
) For the four bar mechanism shown in the

fig. if co, = 369 RPM' Ozk = 40cm and O&
= 80cm. find the angular speed of link 4
(ro) in RPM

d.1200 e. none olthe previous

3. A rigid bar link has length equal 50cm and rotates about one of its joints by angular speed equal 200

rad/s. its tangential velocity in m/s will equal

1^Al00 b.50 c.200 d.25 e. none ofthe previous

V a 1.5m bar link rotate about one of its joints at a constant angular speed equat 30 rad/s. then the
magnitude ofits acceleration equal in m/s2:

a.3750 1161 t:so c. 150 d.600 e. none of the previous

5. a barlinkisanffzed statically. Ifthe forceatone of its joints is:7i-5j, the Cartesian vector for the
force in the other joint will be

a. -5i + 7j b.5i-7j (gti+s; d.7i - 5j e. none ofthe previous

The flowing data are for questions 6 and 7:

When a cam rotates with speed equal 600 RPM from 0o to 90o it makes the follower to raise in

a.6oo @ro c.3oo

SHM from Ocm to 4cm.
6. Find the follow5lisplacemen( at cam angle equal 60".

a. 3.72 cm (!113.00 cm c. 2.00 cm d. 1.00 cm
7. Find the follower velociry at cam angle equal 60" .round the solution to two decimal digits.

a.3.15 m/s b.2.51 m/s (9.t1 ^t" d. 1.26n1s e. none ofthe previous

8. An eccentric cam has eccenlricity (e) = 10 cm, find the displacement at angle = 250'.

a. l5.0cm b.20.0cm (@.qr- d.5.0cm e. none o I the previous\-/
This space can be used for the calculations in problem 1 and it will not be

considered as a solution.
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Consider the following
data in the table:

loop closure equation for four bar mechanism and the given

d rU o + d nU uo = d.U u, + drU u,

1. Derive an expression to find trl3 and trra

2. Substitute the values in table to find ul3 and crra

1. dra4U rr+ d.a4U u, = doarU un

Dot product both sides by U63 to eliminate ur:

d,a,.sin(0. *0r)+0 -- doansin(e. -eo)

r
^, .... ..1 d.o,sin(0.-0,)
SOlVe IOf U)t'.- @,

dosin\0,-0^) //
To find u-r3, dot product both sides of derivative equation by Usa to eliminate trra,

dz Lr)z sin (0a-02) + d3 to3 sin(0a-03) = 0

Solve this equation for tr,t3:

2. substitute the values from table

(o.z)(:oo)stn(t to- oo)rd,=-' " '; ' =-65RPM z- /.q
0.7 sin(l l0 - 25.)

(o.zX:oo)si"(zs - oo)

o.ssu(zs - tgo)
=69RPM -7.oaT. L.L

u
*g

v
5
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Draw an approximate sketch for S-e diagram
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9un

Assume a cam has basic radius of 6cm and has the following follower program

E 0-, 90o : SHM rise to 4cm
E 90o-'-, 180o: Dwell
E 180o ---, 2700 : SHM return to 0
Q 27 Oo -- 3600 : Dwell

1,.

5
4Cr.l

el8o

2. Complete the following table and show all the

calculations you used to find these values

For sHM: rte\= !1,-."J "4)ll vl \Jlllvl. :lvt_ 
2 [, 

.""| 
p ]]

For 45 degree: H = 4cm, 9=90o, O=45

For225 degree: H = 4cm, F=90o, 0=225-180=45

,{+s)=$[r-."{#) =oo2n

1.6=rs*s=2cm -4^=y'cm

,0,,t1-i-lv[, - .".[#) = o o2m

rg = 15 r s = 2cm * Tdcm = P-"*'b g

I
Srtra
I

Cam angle

(degree)

Follower

disp.

(m)

Cam

radius

(cm)

45 0.02 <E g'
,,, < 0.02 )z-g
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